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Abstract / Résumé
Indigenous interpretations of treaty are often gleaned from Euro-Canadian documents like Crown publications and correspondence. In her
analysis of Treaty #3, Brittany Luby challenges the assumption that
Anishinaabe sources are strictly oral and that engaging Anishinaabe
perspectives requires an ethnographic (re) reading of Euro-Canadian
documents. Using Anishinaabe written sources like Paypom Treaty and
petitions to the Crown, Luby examines the Anishinaabe as legal agents
and active writers. She highlights that Anishinaabe negotiators—much
like Euro-Canadian Commissioners—participated in Treaty #3 to maintain fisheries, protect mineral deposits, and guarantee territorial sovereignty. By explicating treaty participants’ conflicting understandings of
“rights” and “use,” Luby demonstrates that no single document accurately outlines the terms and conditions of Treaty #3.
On glane souvent les interprétations autochtones des traités en
consultant des documents tels que des lettres et des publications d’État.
Dans son analyse du Traité n° 3, l’auteure s’oppose à l’hypothèse selon
laquelle les sources Anishinaabe sont strictement orales et la
compréhension du point de vue des Anishinaabe exige une (re)lecture
ethnographique des documents euro-canadiens. En utilisant des sources
écrites Anishinaabe telles que le traité de Paypom et les pétitions
adressées à la Couronne, l’auteure examine les Anishinaabe comme des
mandataires et des rédacteurs actifs. Elle met en évidence que les
négociateurs Anishinaabe, de la même manière que les commissaires
euro-canadiens, ont participé au Traité n° 3 pour conserver les pêches,
protéger les gisements minéraux et garantir la souveraineté territoriale.
En expliquant la compréhension conflictuelle des notions de « droits »
et d’« usage » chez les participants au Traité, l’auteure démontre qu’aucun
document unique ne présente avec exactitude les conditions générales
du Traité n° 3.
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I. Maajitaamagan1/ Intr
oduction
Introduction
It was late October, “the falling leaves moon,” in 1873. Kah-gkee-way, a
treaty participant, clung to his mother’s dress and watched as the waabiwayaan—
Treaty Commissioners Alexander Morris, Joseph Alfred Norbert Provencher, and
Simon James Dawson—paddled into Ne-ong-gah-sing. They had a funny name
for a point of land: Northwest Angle, Lake of the Woods. Great White Mother
sent them to make homes for more White men. Kah-gkee-way’s mother explained that the “Government Men” travelled from far away to meet with his
people on their land.
For days, Kah-gkee-way watched “Red Coats […] with guns on their shoulders” march between canvas tents while treaty commissioners and district chiefs
negotiated Treaty #3. 2 According to the terms of the written treaty, the
Anishinaabe surrendered all title to their lands in northwestern Ontario and southeastern Manitoba—approximately 14,245,000 hectares—to Her Majesty the
Queen. In return, the Anishinaabe received Crown-sanctioned rights and benefits, including, but not limited to: reserve lands, cash, an allowance for hunting
and fishing tools, and farming assistance.3 Treaty Commissioners fulfilled their
mission to obtain land for agriculture, infrastructure, and timber. Yet, although
the Canadian officials and the Anishinaabe leaders signed the same document
on 3 October 1873, they did not understand it in the same way and Kah-gkeeway grew up uncertain as to whether the Anishinaabe ceded their territories. As
Kah-gkee-way’s daughter relayed his history, “I guess they signed all of Canada
over to the whitemen”4 (italics mine). Throughout the twentieth century, participants like Kah-gkee-way and Anishinaabe treaty signees reported their frustration over federal policies that removed or reduced Indigenous control over Treaty
#3 territories. They maintained—as do their descendants—that Treaty #3 was a
land sharing agreement.
Early accounts of treaty negotiations in Canada emphasize Indigenous participants’ unfamiliarity with the treaty process – thus pitting “naive” Indigenous
negotiators against “practiced” Crown agents.5 However, more recent scholars
such as Arthur Ray, Frank Miller, and Frank Tough have decisively shown otherwise by arguing that long-standing diplomatic protocol, established between
Indigenous treaty participants and the Hudson’s Bay Company, influenced Indigenous expectations in the case of Saskatchewan.6 Others looking at Treaty
#7 have pointed to errors in translation between English and Indigenous languages to account for Indian “misunderstanding” of the treaty process. Despite
such revisions, treaty histories continue to fall short as authors separate Indigenous testimonies from government records, isolating Indigenous perspectives
from Canadian history to the sub-field known as Native history. Treaty #3 offers
an interesting opportunity to compare Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian perspectives as both parties left written records of treaty.
This paper examines the case of Treaty #3 and presents both Anishinaabe
and Euro-Canadians as competent legal actors, and argues that Anishinaabe
and Euro-Canadian treaty makers understood treaty concepts differently. Unlike the Anishinaabe, Crown representatives saw treaty as a foundation for se-
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curing the territory and resources fundamental to the expanding Canadian state.
Building upon work of Treaty 7 Elders and Tribal Council with Walter Hildebrandt,
Sarah Carter, and Dorothy First Rider in The True Spirit and Intent of Treaty 7
(1996), I demonstrate how federal action after treaty reflected Euro-Canadian
understandings of treaty as a tool of colonization as opposed to Anishinaabe
perspectives of treaty as a resource-sharing agreement in the Treaty #3 district.
By focusing on Treaty #3 exclusively, I reject synthesizing tendencies in
which historians speak of the “treaties of Canada” instead of “Canada’s treaty
with the Anishinaabe.” While treating all Indigenous treaties collectively makes
Canadian treaty history more digestible, it fails to acknowledge Indigenous interpretations of shared historical moments. What follows is an account of treaty
that highlights Anishinaabe perspectives, rather than a narrative of state growth.
Moreover, examining Treaty #3 as an independent territory reflects Crown recognition of territorial distinctions at the time (1873).
I will examine the nature of treaty, meanings of land cession and sovereignty from Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian perspectives using both
Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian sources. Contrary to what some historians have
argued, Indigenous people did leave written records highlighting their understanding of treaty. This is not to discount the great strides made by legal scholar
John Borrows in revaluing Indigenous records of treaty, using material culture—
particularly the two-row wampum belt—to reinterpret the Royal Proclamation
of 1763 as a guarantee of Indigenous sovereignty.7 For Treaty #3, Anishinaabe
sources include Paypom Treaty as written by Joseph Nolin. Nolin was a Red
River Métis hired by Lake of the Woods District Chiefs to record the 1873 negotiations. Paypom consists of notes from his personal diary.8 Various petitions to
the Crown and Department of Indian Affairs written by Treaty #3 Chiefs are also
used. Using Anishinaabe sources from Treaty #3 helps to combat both the perception that Indigenous peoples were ignorant of the treaty process and the
notion that treaty-making in Canada can be understood as a uniform whole.
Euro-Canadian sources include an anonymous newspaper account in the
Manitoban; Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris’ official report of 14 October
1873; Chapter 5 from Morris’ book, The Treaties of Canada with the Indians;
Paypom Treaty; and internal correspondence from the Department of Indian
Affairs. By examining Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian sources in tandem, it
becomes evident that both Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian participants thought
about treaty and did so in quite different ways.
Despite theoretical equality as parties to the treaty, and an oral recognition
of Anishinaabe sovereignty, written Euro-Canadian sources depict a hierarchal
relationship in which Anishinaabe rights are determined by the Crown. Differing
interpretations of treaty rights will be exposed through a discussion of Anishinaabe
land dispossession, the loss of guar-anteed mineral rights, and forced subjugation to the Crown. Organized thematically, not chronologically, such an examination of Indian administration is essential to understanding the Euro-Canadian
history of colonialism and the ways in which Euro-Canadian opinions clashed
with Anishinaabe interpretations of treaty after 1873. The reproduction of Euro-
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Canadian interpretations of Treaty #3 through public histories is explored at length
as emblematic of the continued subjugation of Anishinaabe understandings of treaty
by the dominant population since 1873.
II. Anishinaabe Aki9 versus Land Cession
According to Anishinaabe tradition, the Anishinaabe did not surrender territorial interests in resources with the signing of the treaty, but agreed to share
their resources with incoming Euro-Canadians. In his written account of his treatymaking experiences, Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris notes that he was
reprimanded by Treaty #3 signatory Chief Thomas Lindsay (Pow-wa-sung) for
claiming universal usufructuary rights to Anishinaabe territories.10 Faced with
Morris’ suggestion that the Great Spirit made wood and water for the Red and
White man alike, Lindsay responded, “What was said about the trees and rivers
wasn’t quite true, but it was the Indian’s Country, not the White man’s.”11 Lindsay suggested that the Great Creator may have created trees and rivers for
humankind generally, but the trees and rivers in question belonged to the
Anishinaabe. He thus denied Euro-Canadian claims to resources within Treaty
#3 territories.
Additional records of Anishinaabe voice, however, emphasize their willingness to “lend” Anishinaabe resources to Euro-Canadian residents. During the
1873 treaty negotiations, signatory Chief Sakatcheway reportedly said that “[t]he
waters out of which you sometimes take food for yourselves, we will lend you in
return.”12 Sakatcheway’s words were translated into English by an unknown author and published in the Manitoban newspaper on 18 October 1873. In 1880,
Alexander Morris republished the article in The
Treaties of Canada with the Indians of Manitoba
and the North-West Territories. “Lend” suggests
that Euro-Canadian use will be conditional.
Sakatcheway did not use the Euro-Canadian
terms “cede,” “surrender,” or “relinquish” – not
because he failed to understand them or could
not articulate the equivalent in Anishinaabe.
Rather, Sakatcheway emphasized Euro-Canadian contingent usufructuary rights over territorial claims. He did not sign over the totality of
Anishinaabe waters; instead, he simply promised use of the water for the sustenance of EuroCanadian residents.
Despite claims of land cession embedded
Figur
e 1: Chief Lindsay
Figure
in Treaty #3 as published by the Canadian federal government, Euro-Canadian affirmations of
continuous Indigenous resource use complement the oral sources. Treaty Commissioner Simon Dawson recalled that “as an inducement to the Indians to sign
the treaty, the commissioners pointed out to them that […] they would forever
have the use of their fisheries.”13 Dawson explicitly upheld Anishinaabe owner-
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ship over their fisheries. Additionally, Dawson’s account suggests that the
Anishinaabe rights to use off-reserve fishing territories were not surrendered.
There is no indication that fisheries were to be located exclusively on reserve;
rather, the Anishinaabe appear to have continued rights to their fishing territories regardless of their location. The silences in Treaty #3 as published by Canada
also support First Nations claims. As legal historian James Youngblood
Henderson points out, there are no words of consideration or purchase price in
the document.14 The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
(henceforth RCAP) later confirmed Henderson’s point, indicating that the terms
of extinguishment—or a discussion of their meaning—are absent from journalistic and autobiographical record.15
Post-treaty documents sent by the Anishinaabe to the Crown provide written evidence that the Anishinaabe understood Treaty #3 as a guarantee of shared
resources. In 1892, the Lake of the Woods Chiefs of the Rat Portage Agency
petitioned the Crown, protesting the unequal balance of interests like (1) nonNative fishing licences that depleted shared fish stocks, (2) non-Native hydroelectric projects that flooded out Anishinabek manomin fields, and (3) Crown
failure to provide “provision allowances” in return for territorial access. They
wrote:
At that time [Treaty #3 negotiations] the Governor [Morris] was at
the Angle and pointing towards the East, taking the name of the
Queen to witness, he said that all the promises would be kept.
Taking hold of [a] pan he said that we would eat of the same pan
as brothers – How is it now that the Department is going back on
these promises and upset down the pan?16
Two symbolic gestures are at work in the above account of Morris’s actions at
treaty. The East is a sacred direction for the Anishinaabe and is loaded with
metaphorical value. Anishinaabe elder Lillian Pitawanakwat explains, “The east
is where we come from. It represents […] the spring of life. It is where we begin
our journey.”17 By pointing east, Morris symbolically confirmed the beginning of
a relationship, a journey as partners between the Anishinaabe and nonAnishinaabe. Morris may have been unaware of the implications of his gesture.
Perhaps he pointed east to England, the home of the Queen, or he just unconsciously employed a “loaded” gesture – “loaded” because his gesture “packed
a lot of cultural punch.” So, even if Morris didn’t mean to make a promise, he did
so in the eyes of Anishinaabe participants. His movement had value. Years later,
Treaty #3 Chiefs consciously incorporated Morris’ gesture into their petition for
rights. Regardless of Morris’ intention, the 1892 petition indicates that Treaty #3
negotiators identified his bodily movement as a treaty promise.
The pan metaphor reinforced the interpretation that the treaty would create
and cement a relationship between the Anishinaabe and Canadians based on
partnership. Morris claimed that Euro-Canadians and Anishinaabe would “eat
of the same pan.” Anishinaabe participants knew that food was taken from the
land. Morris thus suggested that both Euro-Canadians and Anishinaabe would
be nourished by the same land. To Anishinaabe eyes and ears then, Morris’
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words and actions promised a sharing of resources and guaranteed mutual
benefit from these resources.
Given the Crown’s treaty goals—facilitating expansion westward after Confederation—it is not surprising that Treaty #3 as published by Canada emphasized land cession over shared territories. After the initial preamble, the document clarified the Queen’s intentions with regard to the land: “it is the desire of
Her Majesty to open up for settlement, immigration and such other purpose […]
a tract of country.”18 Treaty #3, then, explicitly extinguished the land rights of the
Anishinaabe, who “do hereby cede, release, surrender and yield up […] all their
rights, titles and privileges whatsoever, to the lands.”19 Crown preoccupation
with land acquisition was clarified by an exacting description of ceded territories, using boundary lines, waterways and latitude to demarcate claimed territories.20 In return for ceded lands, the Crown agreed to lay aside Indian reserves.
Commenting on the creation of reserve lands, legal scholar Sidney Harring
suggests that “Indians were being prepared for a position on the margins of
Canadian society, working as farmers and laborers, living on small reserves [,]
and subject to the regular incursion of settlers.”21 Legal and provincial actions
after Treaty #3 support his claim. Consider St. Catherine’s Milling Case (1888),
Canada’s earliest landmark title litigation that denied Anishinaabe participation
in determining resource allocation and use. The case resulted from a federalprovincial dispute over Anishinaabe lands in Treaty #3, as Ontario disputed the
lumber company’s federal permit to a timber berth on Anishinaabe lands and
resources purportedly ceded by the treaty. Anishinaabe claims were considered secondary to federal and provincial concerns. The Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council in Britain ruled that most of the 14,245,000 hectares of territory covered by treaty belonged to Ontario, not the federal government. Privy
Council argued that section 109 of the British North America Act of 1867 guaranteed Ontario (indeed, each province) the entire beneficial interest of the Crown
to all lands within its boundaries. Further, the Privy Council asserted that Aboriginal title was a privilege granted by the Crown, citing the Royal Proclamation of 1763: Indians have “a personal and usufructuary right, dependent on the
will of the Sovereign.”22 The Anishinaabe possessed “a mere right to occupancy.”23 Canada therefore had to bargain with the province to get Ontario to
agree to transfer the Indian Reserves to Canada be held in trust. As a result of
the St. Catherine’s Milling Case, provincial rights subsumed Anishinaabe rights.
Given that the Privy Council denied Indian territorial rights to lands transferred
to the federal government, the Anishinaabe were effectively dispossessed of
their territories within fifteen years after treaty.
Following court assertions of Anishinaabe’s limited usufructuary right to
reserve lands in the St. Catherine’s Milling Case, Ontario began dispossessing
the Anishinaabe of their lands as established by the treaty. The province repeatedly insisted that the established reservations were larger than the
Anishinaabe required and hindered the settlement of Euro-Canadians. In 1913,
Canada agreed to the cancellation of the Sturgeon Lake Reserve, 160 kilometers west of present-day Thunder Bay. Six thousand acres of Anishinaabe re-
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serve lands became Quetico Public Park, forest preserve, health resort and
fishing ground. Compensation and/or replacement lands were not offered by
Canada or Ontario for what journalist Bryan Phelan called “the greatest tourist
recreation resort and fishermen’s paradise on the continent.”24 Two years later,
in 1915, the Department of Indian Affairs encouraged Rainy River Anishinaabe
to surrender all reserves except one. According to ethnohistorians Tim Holzkamm
and Leo Waisberg, the Rainy River bands lost almost 90% of their land base
through surrender – over 43,000 acres.25 The provincial government of Ontario
thus accomplished a nearly complete removal of Anishinaabe reserves from the
best farming land in the region. Since the protection and jurisdiction over Indian
peoples and reserved lands were vested in a government supportive of settler
interests, national policies eventually came to support the removal of the
Anishinaabe from valuable lands.26 Treaty promises that farming reserves would
remain in the permanent possession of the Anishinaabe were ignored by the
Crown.27 Euro-Canadians broke the treaty as understood by the Anishinaabe,
but successfully fulfilled the Crown goal “to open up for settlement, immigration
and such other purpose […] a tract of country.”28
Divergent interpretations of territorial interest in the land between
Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian parties are further exemplified by the discussion of minerals in Paypom Treaty. Legal scholar Robert Bartlett claims that
Treaty #3 did not merely reserve to the Anishinaabe a tract subject to Aboriginal
title, but promised the benefit of (that is, a right to keep, dispose of, or develop)
all minerals on lands reserved for the Anishinaabe.29 Commissioner Morris confirmed Anishinaabe rights to reserve minerals: “They asked if the mines would
be theirs; I said if they were found on their reserves [,] but not otherwise.”30 A
short-hand reporter’s account in the Manitoban documented Morris’s same promise.31 Anishinaabe recordings of Treaty #3 converge with Euro-Canadian documents regarding the mineral promise. Paypom Treaty reads, “If some gold or
silver mines be found in their reserves, it will be to the benefit of the Indians.”32
Interestingly, the written terms published by the Crown do not compromise the
minerals promise. Provision is made for commercial exploitation of minerals on
“surrendered” Anishinaabe lands. In reference to “surrendered” lands, Treaty
#3 as published by Canada reads:
Her Majesty further agrees with Her said Indians that they […] shall
have the right to pursue their avocations of hunting and fishing […]
saving and excepting such tracts as may, from time to time, be
required or taken up for settlement, mining, lumbering or other
purposes by Her said Government of the Dominion of Canada, or
by any of the subjects thereof duly authorized.33
Indeed, Treaty #3 as published by Canada purports to protect Anishinaabe interests, guaranteeing that reserve land may only be sold or leased “for the use
and benefits of said Indians, with the consent of the Indians.”34
Government action, however, contradicted treaty commissioners’ promises. As early as 1890, Chief Lindsay responded to the unauthorized removal of
gold from Sultana Island, part of Rat Portage Reserve, on Lake of the Woods,
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Ontario. He argued against Keewatin Lumber Company’s proprietary claim, since
“We were promised at Treaty that if we discovered any valuable minerals on the
Reserves the land would be sold with our consent and the money placed to our
credit.”35 Clearly, Lindsay assumed, in accordance with the published terms of
Treaty #3, that Anishinaabe interests to on-reserve minerals were not surrendered by the treaty. It was not until 1899 that the Ontario Court of Chancery
ruled that on-reserve minerals in Ontario had passed to the province under section 109 of the Constitution Act (1867).36 The Supreme Court of Canada later
upheld this decision in Ontario Mining Co. v. Seybold.37 By associating exploitation with limited federal authority to promise reserve lands and resources to the
Anishinaabe, court rulings in the 1890s diffused the blame for Crown failure to
uphold both the spoken and published terms of Treaty #3. Federal action prior
to 1899, however, reflected Crown failure to guarantee the terms of treaty.
eements versus Paper Pr
III. Asema38 Agr
Promises
Agreements
omises
Anishinaabe frustration at the use of Canadian law to deprive them of benefits is understandable given their understanding of sacred obligations created
by treaty. In Anishinaabe diplomatic traditions, before meetings could begin,
both parties had to show their commitment to the process by smoking the peace
pipe.39 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs’ historian Jean-Pierre Morin
explains that “this ceremony signified that treaties were more than agreements
between two groups. They were sacred obligations for all involved.”40 The sacred aspect originates in Anishinaabe spirituality, as tobacco smoke is understood as a line of communication with the Great Creator. Nanabush (or
Waynaboozhoo), a powerful spirit, showed the Anishinaabe how to smoke tobacco to seal the peace between nations. Good intentions were assured by the
tobacco smoke that came from the pipe, as the negotiating parties’ thoughts
and prayers were carried up to the Creator.41 Evidence of Morris’ participation in
the pipe ceremony is found in his letter from Government House at Fort Gary to
Minister of the Interior Alexander Campbell, on 14 October 1873. He writes,
“They asked me leave to perform a dance in my honor, after which they presented to me the pipe of peace.”42 That Morris smoked the pipe indicates an
understanding of its diplomatic importance; however, it is unlikely that he understood its sacredness. Nevertheless, Morris’s gesture validated oral treaty
promises from the Anishinaabe point of view. What is clear is that the Anishinaabe
negotiators conducted ceremonies that both sanctified and guaranteed treaty
in Anishinaabe legal traditions.
Verbal evocation of the Great Creator further exemplified Anishinaabe understandings of treaty making as a sacred process. Chief Mawedopenais concludes treaty stating, “now you see me stand before you all: what has been
done here to-day has been done openly before the Great Spirit [the Creator, a
spiritual being akin to God] and before the nation.”43 By evoking the Great Spirit
and sealing negotiations with tobacco smoke, the Chiefs made treaty with the
Crown and with greater spiritual powers. Treaty thus shifted from the realm of
contract to covenant. To explicate some basic differences: a contract involves
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an act of services whereas a covenant requires trust in an ongoing relationship;
a contract is a secular dealing whereas a covenant is a sacred dealing; a contract takes people as witnesses (and therefore expires when the witnesses do)
whereas a covenant takes a spiritual being, often God, as a witness (and therefore lasts in perpetuity). By making treaty with the Great Spirit as witness, treaty
was understood by the Anishinaabe as an ongoing agreement with no expiration date; it was to last “as long as the sun goes round.”44 Morris appears to
have emulated Anishinaabe notions of the sacred covenant. He said, “We have
asked in that spirit, and I hope you will meet me in that spirit, and shake hands
with me-day [sic] and make a treaty.”45 In alignment with the cultural dimensions of Anishinaabe diplomacy which allotted to the Great Creator a symbolic
power to solidify treaty, Euro-Canadian commissioners worked to forge alliances
with Indigenous groups who would commit to “covenant” terms for “as long as
the sun rises and the water flows.”46
Foreign displays of pomp and circumstance influenced Anishinaabe understandings of treaty as a sacred agreement. RCAP’s final report suggests
that “outward symbols, like flags, the red coats, treaty medals, gifts and feasts
were also part of the rituals.”47 Two feasts are noted in Euro-Canadian treaty
records, in which Morris provides meat for the Anishinaabe nation. Early in the
negotiations, Morris presented an ox to the people that “was cut up and boiling
in fifty pots.”48 To conclude treaty, “the Governor presented an ox to the nation,
and after it had been eaten a grand dance was indulged in.”49 Through these
exchanges, Morris attempted to ensure good nation-to-nation relations. While
Morris and the commissioners participated in ceremonies, the meaning of these
ceremonies in Euro-Canadian worldviews was temporal.50 By the time of Treaty
#3, Euro-Canadians considered treaty an earthly matter to be governed by secular
wants and needs. Treaty ceremony was more of a lavish spectacle than a spiritual commitment. This does not mean that Canada did not want Treaty #3 to
endure. Canada had little interest in Anishinaabe reviving their claims to territory. By entering into a secular contract instead of a sacred covenant, however,
Euro-Canadians established radically different understandings of the treaty relationship than that held by their Anishinaabe partners.
Euro-Canadian ideas about the nature of treaties further influenced varying
understandings of treaty as sacred and/or temporal. Historian Patricia Seed
traces the etymology of “treaty” in English. As in other European languages,
“treaty” derives from a word meaning to deal with a person face to face. Therefore, treaty resulted from inter-personal contact. In Anglo-Saxon England, as
legal scholar Peter Tiersma explains, “Legal language was almost entirely oral;
any writing was simply a record or evidence of the spoken event.”51 Professor of
Law John H. Wigmore suggests that writing was foreign to Germanic peoples
and that early contracts were solidified through ceremony. For example, symbols like the wand, glove, or knife were used to indicate the parties’ commitment “with an efficacy independent of written tenor.”52 What is unique about
“treaty” in English is that “the word ‘treaty’ also signified writing.”53 During the
Anglo-Saxon period (5th Century A.D. to the Norman Conquest of 1066), “written
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documents were evidentiary of the oral testimony rather than operative or dispositive legal documents in the modern sense.”54 It was not until the end of the
High Middle Ages that written documents took precedence over verbal contracts in the common law.
By the 1200s, the proliferation of the seal furnished freemen with a means
to authenticate contract. The seal rendered a document indisputable as to the
terms of the transaction and gradually dispensed with the summoning of witnesses.55 The introduction of the parol evidence rule formalized the transition
from written records as evidentiary legal documents to operative documents.
The parol evidence rule declares that a written memorial of a transaction is not
disputable by the parties as to the terms. While legal historians have yet to
agree on a “start date,” Wigmore suggests that the modern rule of indisputability
was established for realty transactions in the 1600s.56 Tiersma uses a similar
time frame for his argument, linking the establishment of the parol evidence rule
to the Statute of Wills of 1540, which stated that transfers of real property had
to be in writing. The preference for writing over oral testimony in realty transactions was reaffirmed by the Statute of Frauds in 1677, whereby transfers had to
be signed by the testator in the presence of witnesses.57 Such a long-established partiality for written records allowed Euro-Canadians to disregard verbal
agreements between the Crown and the Anishinaabe. Relying on Anglo-originated ideas of the law, “[c]olonial governments could and did claim that by
physically writing their names on the document, native signatories agreed to
the treaty.”58 The use of tobacco failed to alter Euro-Canadian definitions of
contract. To be fair, the use of pen and signature failed to alter Anishinaabe
definitions of contract, too. Treaty #3 was—and continues to be—a real meeting of two foreign cultures.
own Subjects
Crown
IV.. Anishinaabe Dibenindizo59 versus Cr
IV
While ceremonial use of the peace pipe and evocations of the Great Creator seemed to indicate sacred obligations for the Anishinaabe, on the ground
realities promised
sovereignty
to
Anishinaabe negotiators. Within the
Anishinaabe
worldview, treaties
were intended to
evolve “in a context
of mutual respect
and shared responsibility.” 60 Signatory
Chief Sakatcheway
voiced the desire for
an equitable relationFigur
e 2: Treaty #3 Annual Meeting, gathering at
Figure
ship between the
Assabaskashing Reserve on Lake of the Woods, ON.
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Crown and Anishinaabe nations. As a requirement of the treaty, he demanded
an educational exchange of Euro-Canadian and Anishinaabe youth “for you
[Euro-Canadians] to teach what is good, and after they have learned to teach us
[Anishinaabe].”61 Grand Council Treaty #3 suggests that the object of the exchange was to develop an insider’s understanding of the outsider’s worldview
and to build stronger relationships with acquired knowledge. Education was
not limited to learning in a schoolhouse; education was understood in a flexible
way that included the adoption of worldviews by Anishinaabe youth through
day-to-day socialization.62 It was reasonable to assume fair play: Morris assured the Anishinaabe that the Crown would respect and honor treaty agreements in perpetuity. Additionally, the Crown implicitly recognized Anishinaabe
political clout at the time of treaty: the Crown sent representatives to Anishinaabe
territory. The promise of exchange and recognition of Anishinaabe territorial
authority seemed to indicate the Crown’s recognition of an equitable relationship.
Anishinaabe leaders understood that Treaty #3 united them as a freely associated state of Great Britain and not as part of any colony or dominion.63 As
Henderson explains, “Treaty federalism united independent First Nations under
one Crown, but not under one law.”64 While Treaty #3 established English criminal jurisdiction within the Euro-Canadian settlements, it accepted Anishinaabe
assertions of Indian controlled reserves. An unidentified Chief stated, “Now I
will want nothing to be there [on reserve] that will disturb the peace, and will put
everyone that carries arms […] outside.”65 Here, the Chief asserted the operation of Anishinaabe law on reserve territory and claimed the right to expel unwanted persons: Chiefs on-reserve were to determine both reserve membership and member rights. Paypom Treaty mentions Crown forces, but does not
identify whose order is being preserved. It reads, “The Queen will have her policemen to preserve order and wherever there is crime and murder the guilty
must be punished.”66 The quotation explains the policemen’s function (“to preserve order”), but it does not specify whose order is being preserved or under
whose law criminals are to be punished. That both parties agreed suggests that
each believed that their law was legitimate. Consequently, Anishinaabe records
that recognize the Crown’s presence do not jeopardize Anishinaabe jurisdiction
over ceded territories. Euro-Canadian interpretations of the same quotation,
however, could be read as an assertion of federal control over ceded territories.
The British North America Act (BNA) stipulated that federal forces would operate in areas outside provincial jurisdiction.67 Where Anishinaabe interpreters may
have read the quotation as favorable to their sovereignty, Euro-Canadians may
have understood it as an expansion of the BNA Act and therefore federal authority in newly acquired Crown territories.
Governor Morris’s recognition of an unidentified Chief’s refusal to allow
Anishinaabe youth to participate in Crown warfare further indicated Anishinaabe
separation from the dominion. The Chief stated, “If you should get into trouble
with the nations, I do not wish to walk out and expose my young men to aid you
in any of your wars.”68 In this quotation, the Chief presented Treaty #3 territory
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as an affiliated state, with interests that differed from those of the federal state.
This instance provides affirmation of the political separation of the Anishinaabe
from their co-signatories; the Crown maintains the right to enlist its subjects but
is denied the right to enlist the Anishinaabe. On a more basic level, as legal
scholar Leonard Rotman suggests, “The very nature of the treaty-making process indicated the autonomy of the parties, since a nation did not need to treat
with its own subjects.”69
What the Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian understanding of treaty did share,
at least in principle, was the notion of creating mutually beneficial relationships
between the Crown and the Anishinaabe. However, despite the theoretical equality for Anishinaabe participants, and the implicit recognition of Anishinaabe sovereignty, written Euro-Canadian sources depict a hierarchical relationship in which
non-Native rights and benefits were to be determined by the Crown. For instance, Governor Morris homogenizes Indian identity through his repeated use
of the indefinite “Indians.” While Chief Mawe-do-pe-nais is identified by name,
subsequent inter-national relations are with the “Indians.”70 Moreover, the Chiefs
are regularly lumped together. For example, Morris writes: “The Chiefs hear my
proposal”; “the Chiefs […] were of one mind”; “the Chiefs were summoned.”71
There is no sense of the number of Chiefs present until the signature portion of
Treaty #3. Morris seems insensitive to his non-White Treaty partners’ individuality; they are the “Other.” He presents a body of Indians too large and too similar
to one another to count and/or identify. This stylistic tendency shows a disregard for divisions other than those meaningful to colonial power.
The signature practices of the treaty were also revealing of the way in which
Anishinaabe identity was subsumed to colonial powers. Names with important
meaning were broken down into syllables to facilitate European pronunciation
in Governor Morris’ The Treaties of Canada with the Indians. Names on Treaty
#3 as published by Canada were also spelled out phonetically and signed by
Anishinaabe participants with an “X.” By contrast, land sharing agreements in
Rainy River indicated a greater degree of respect between signatories as evidenced by the use of totem symbols in 1875. In a document laying out reserve
lands Mawedopenais (therein Mawedobeness), a treaty signee ratified the agreement with his totem symbol.72 This contract between the Anishinaabe and Colonel Dennis, Surveyor General, recognized what may be conflated with caricature as a valid marker of identity. Syllabic spellings anglicized and indeed devalued Anishinaabe identity markers. Arguably, Anishinaabe participants at the
time of treaty would have valued their totem more than an anglicized version of
their name as a representation of self. While Euro-originated methods of writing
were recent introductions to Anishinaabe culture, totem symbols were utilized
since at least the 1600s to signify kin networks, or one’s identity through the
patrilineal line.73 Failure to acknowledge Anishinaabe Chiefs’ independent identity in Treaty #3 as published by Canada reflects their relationship to the Crown
as understood by Euro-Canadians. Indeed, to deny Mawedopenais the use of
totem is to deny his method of representing the authority to consent. In the
1892 Petition by Lake of the Woods Chiefs in the Rat Portage Agency, Governor
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Morris identified Treaty #3 Anishinaabe as “brothers.” While Anishinaabe parties would have interpreted “brothers” as “partners,” the term became meaningless through the written hierarchal aspect of treaties.74 Treaty #3 Anishinaabe
needed to be properly governed by the Queen.
Tensions between Anishinaabe understandings of recognized sovereignty
at treaty and Euro-Canadian interpretations of subjugation through treaty became evident after 1873. Richard Bartlett suggests that the gradual settlement
of the North West Territories created a need for a consolidation of all legislation.
The Indian Act of 1876 allowed for consolidation of all laws pertaining to Indian
inhabitants under the same federal authority, the Department of Indian Affairs.
The many different Aboriginal groups recognized by Treaties 1 to 11 (as well as
Indigenous peoples without treaties) were thereby subjected to the political
system of indirect rule.75 Indian Act legislation attempted to replace traditional
governments; all real power and authority was removed from the Chief’s position as managerial control over Anishinaabe reserves was invested in the Department of Indian Affairs.76 The Act was also designed to foster assimilation.
Policy change (e.g. distribution of treaty monies) and extralegal harassment by
Indian Agents deterred Midewiwin practices and beliefs; Christianity was actively promoted as a civilized alternative to Anishinaabe religion.
In 1908 Treaty #3 Chiefs protested the Department of Indian Affairs’ decision to distribute treaty monies locally to each Band instead of collectively at
Assabaskashing Reserve on Lake of the Woods. In a letter to the Honorable
Frank Oliver, Superintendent General of the Department of Indian Affairs, Chief
Powassin and six other treaty participants wrote that “at these gatherings our
children meet with relatives who they may not meet again throughout the year.”77
General meetings allowed families to reconnect and facilitated the transmission of socio-cultural knowledge from Anishinaabe elders to the youth.
Anishinaabe Chiefs expressed fear that local distribution of treaty monies would
disrupt community relations and practices, demanding the reinstatement of payment at general meetings: “To this change, in which we had no voice, we strongly
protest and would still wish that the payment […] be made again […] as was
done for the past thirty years.”78 While the “divide and conquer” nature of local
distribution is not immediately apparent, inter-departmental correspondence
emphasized the assimilative goals of policy change. Responding to the protest,
David Laird, Indian Commissioner at Winnipeg, condemned general meetings
as pagan festivities. After identifying the protest as “a ruse of old Chief Powwa-was-win,” a Midewiwin practitioner, Laird wrote: “Neither do I think the big
gatherings are for their good, but on the contrary, it does them much harm, both
morally and physically.”79 Ostensibly, the Indian Office had a Christian interest
in deterring collective payment. General meetings and correlated Midewiwin
ceremonies undermined Euro-Canadians’ ability to use treaty to define
Anishinaabe land use and Anishinaabe actions on the land in return for Crownsanctioned benefits. Additionally, the creation of Indian Bands limited
Anishinaabe opportunities for political mobilization by creating practical barriers to group discussion. Local payment worked to prevent Anishinaabe de-
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fence of treaty rights in a territory where, as Anishinaabe protestors noted, “journeying […] is not easy.”80
The desire to limit Anishinaabe sovereignty as guaranteed by Treaty #3 culminated in the Department of Indian Affairs’ decision to target and punish
Midewiwin practitioners. In a letter to the Secretary of the Department of Indian
Affairs (1905), R.S. McKenzie, Kenora’s Indian Agent, wrote “I told him [Powassin]
that if it was found out that he was urging the Indians to hold these Feasts and
dances that he might be deposed of his Chiefship [sic].”81 An original signatory
of Treaty #3, Powassin was denied both the right to live under Anishinaabe law
on-reserve and the recognition of his status as Chief by the Indian Act. Six
years later, in 1911, a letter from Treaty #3 Chiefs to Reverend John Semmens,
Inspector of Indian Agencies, suggests that the Anishinaabe were being punished for traditional beliefs: “How [sic] we want to inform you that our Chief and
another one of us is in jail for the Grand Medicine Affair.”82 Punishment and
coercion thus ensured the socio-political dominance of Euro-Canadians on
Anishinaabe soil.83
Assimilative goals were proclaimed as late as 1971 in Indian Department
documents. A 1971 publication reads, “the Indian
Act represents special
legislation taking precedence over provincial legislation which the Parliament of Canada considers essential to the needs
of Indian people […] as a
means of promoting their
advancement.”84 Through
the Indian Act, the Dominion was able to circumvent the effect of treaty.
With the Indian Act in
place, treaty became incompatible with the rule
Figure 3: Signature page from Rainy River
of parliamentary suReservation Tract Agreement of 1875
premacy.85 Legal scholar
Tsvi Kahana explains that
“[t]he British North America Act set the division of powers between Parliament
and the provincial legislatures where each legislature was supreme such that,
within its jurisdiction, no other institution had the power to declare its laws unconstitutional.” In a parliamentary democracy like Canada, the Parliament is
supreme and no other governmental institution has the power to abate its laws.86
Dissatisfied citizens have limited opportunity to create change; they can only
pressure Parliament for political change.87 By making Indians wards of the state,
the Indian Act undermined Anishinaabe challenges to laws that violated treaty.
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The limitation of basic rights is especially disconcerting considering the Crown’s
guaranteed benefits to the Anishinaabe during negotiations.
V. Popular Historical Perpetuations of Eur
o-Canadian T
etaEuro-Canadian
Trreaty Interpr
Interpretations or Gikino’amaagewinini Dadibaajimo88
Despite the circulation of Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian sources emphasizing Anishinaabe agency in the treaty-making process, the concept of unilateral agreement between First Nations and the Crown has become ubiquitous to
the point of cliché. Canada in the Making, a government sponsored website
designed for students and teachers of Canadian studies, claims that “[w]hile
many Aboriginal nations were sceptical of dealing with the new federal government, they had little choice.”89 Government authors assert that many nations
were “on the verge of extinction” and risked the “loss of their culture and way of
life.”90 Apparently, treaty-making was about survival. This is problematic insofar
as it eliminates Native agency; the Anishinaabe were purportedly without choice,
yet the Crown’s failed attempts to negotiate a treaty from 1871 to 1873 suggests that Anishinaabe had a firm understanding of their rights. Commissioner
Simpson was unable to secure treaty for two years as Anishinaabe Chiefs made
“new and extravagant demands” in light of the discovery of gold and silver
mines in the area.91 In 1873, Treaty #3 almost collapsed another time as Governor Morris refused to meet Grand Council’s fiscal demands. Historians Janet E.
Chute and Alan Knight suggest that the intervention of Commissioner Dawson’s
Shebandowan contacts, Blackstone and Rat McKay, as well as the Lac Seul
Chief, prevented the indefinite postponement of treaty and the eruption of Native violence on the frontier.92
Euro-Canadian claims of unilateral decision-making also create a myth of
treaty-making as a moral obligation. Treaty becomes a duty based on Crown
conscience rather than a legally binding or enforceable document. In Canada in
the Making, the alcohol clause is linked to Crown morals: “Aboriginals had to
promise they would keep the peace […] and keep liquor off reserves. Europeans viewed liquor as a corrupting influence on Aboriginal peoples.”93 Here, the
elimination of Anishinaabe agency becomes obvious when compared to treaty
recordings. An unidentified Chief insisted on the insertion of the prohibition clause
– not the Crown. He exclaimed, “Shall any one insist on bringing it [fire water]
where we are, I should break the treaty.”94 Not only is the alcohol clause an
Anishinaabe demand, but its textual origins indicate Anishinaabe understanding of a bilateral agreement. The Chief reserved his right to break treaty. To
emphasize Crown morals over the will of the parties negates the role of
Anishinaabe negotiators in the treaty-making process. What was once an equitable and sacred relationship has become entangled with contemporary notions of Native inferiority.
Failure to address the Euro-Canadian terms of treaty is another interesting
gap in the literature, as the validity of cession claims depends on Euro-Canadian compliance with promises, obligations and the rendering of services.95 His-
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torical works on the treaty published before 2000 do not present the treaty as a
joint agreement. What are emphasized are Aboriginal rights and benefits allotted by the Crown. Emphasized as well are Euro-Canadian political goals in treaty
negotiations. The Crown treats with the Anishinaabe to open up settler lands.
Syntactically, the Anishinaabe have yet to treat with the Crown. This tendency is
exemplified by Richard Barlett who insists throughout Indian Reserves and Aboriginal Lands in Canada that “the Indians of northwestern Ontario were treated
with.”96 Historians need to review treaties in the context of rights for each side
of the treaty-making. Sharon Venne identifies the theoretical dangers of onesided arguments: “To discount or deny the treaty rights of non-indigenous people
is to make illegitimate foreign peoples occupancy on Great Turtle Island.”97 RCAP
re-asserts Venne’s claim: “The fact remains, however, that Canada has inherited the treaties that were made and is the beneficiary of the lands and resources secured by those treaties.”98 Canada today is rooted in historical treaties; to deny their international foundations is to favor nineteenth-century notions of “Indians” as colonial subjects. Contemporary accounts of bilateral agreements promote unilateral understandings of the past. To better understand what
happened at treaty historians must recognize alternate realities – Native and
non-Native alike.
VI. Giizhiitaa99 / Conclusion
As echoed throughout the Treaty #3 region and formally documented by
ethnohistorians Tim Holzkamm and Leo Waisberg:
It is important to note that no single document completely covers
all terms of the Agreement known as Treaty No. 3. Works on treaty
history should not give only one perspective. All records of the
negotiations, and recollections of the participants, must be considered to develop a full understanding of the terms that are part
of Treaty No. 3.100
Anishinaabe and Euro-Canadian understandings of the treaty-making process
differed substantially.
Both parties, however,
forwarded demands
linked to goals of a
“better” future in
which the “Other”—
Anishinaabe or EuroCanadian—became
an increasingly significant factor. The
Anishinaabe position
was designed to guarantee the physical and
cultural survival of
Anishinaabe people,
Figur
e 4: Chief Powassin Mending His Canoe
Figure
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as demonstrated by their refusal to relinquish proprietary rights and their assertion to remain a sovereign nation. Euro-Canadian attempts to secure Anishinaabe
territory, by contrast, sought land and resource security for incoming settlers.
Euro-Canadian understandings of Treaty #3 and subsequent actions suggest that treaty was not a sacred agreement between two parties, but simple
purchase. The Anishinaabe were deprived of their rights – rights that Treaty #3
negotiators worked to protect in return for sharing Anishinaabe land and resources in an ongoing relationship with Euro-Canadians. Governments successfully ignored treaty promises by enacting laws to the contrary. Increased attention and sensitivity to the Anishinaabe thought-world will help us to break from
presentations of Indian-White binarism as powerlessness/powerful. By validating First Nations sources, we can better understand treaty-making history as a
struggle for power between worlds, shifting the historical focus from whether
treaty rights exist to how best to recognize treaty rights.
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